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 11 

U-Pb geochronology 12 

U-Pb dates were obtained by the chemical abrasion isotope dilution thermal ionisation mass 13 

spectrometry (CA-ID-TIMS) method on selected single zircon grains (Tables 1 and 2), extracted 14 

from an aliquot of Sample DW-1 and NAV-00-2B.  Sample DW-1 is located at 15.14693E 15 

20.20940S; Sample NAV-00-2B was reported in Hoffmann et al. (2004). 16 

 17 

Zircon grains were isolated from the rock sample using standard magnetic and density separation 18 

techniques, annealed in a muffle furnace at 900°C for 60 hours in quartz beakers.  Zircon crystals, 19 

selected for analyses based on external morphology, were transferred to 3 ml Teflon PFA beakers, 20 

washed in dilute HNO3 and water, and loaded into 300 µl Teflon PFA microcapsules. Fifteen 21 

microcapsules were placed in a large-capacity Parr vessel, and the crystals partially dissolved in 120 22 

µl of 29 M HF for 12 hours at 180°C. The contents of each microcapsule were returned to 3 ml 23 

Teflon PFA beakers, the HF removed and the residual grains immersed in 3.5 M HNO3, 24 

ultrasonically cleaned for an hour, and fluxed on a hotplate at 80°C for an hour. The HNO3 was 25 

removed and the grains were rinsed twice in ultrapure H2O before being reloaded into the same 300 26 

µl Teflon PFA microcapsules (rinsed and fluxed in 6 M HCl during crystal sonication and washing) 27 

and spiked with the EARTHTIME mixed 233U-235U-205Pb-202Pb tracer solution (ET2535). These 28 

chemically abraded grains were dissolved in Parr vessels in 120 µl of 29 M HF with a trace of 3.5 29 

M HNO3 at 220°C for 60 hours, dried to fluorides, and then re-dissolved in 6 M HCl at 180°C 30 

overnight. U and Pb were separated from the zircon matrix using an HCl-based anion exchange 31 

chromatographic procedure1 eluted together and dried with 2 µl of 0.05N H3PO4.   32 

 33 

Pb and U were loaded on a single outgassed Re filament in 5 µl of a silica-gel/phosphoric acid 34 

mixture2, and U and Pb isotopic measurements made on a Thermo Triton multi-collector thermal 35 

ionisation mass spectrometer equipped with an ion-counting SEM detector.  Pb isotopes were 36 

measured by peak-jumping all isotopes on the SEM detector for 100 to 150 cycles. Pb mass 37 

fractionation was externally corrected using a mass bias factor of 0.14 ± 0.03%/a.m.u. determined 38 



via measurements of 202Pb/205Pb (ET2535)-spiked samples analysed during the same experimental 39 

period. Transitory isobaric interferences due to high-molecular weight organics, particularly on 40 
204Pb and 207Pb, disappeared within approximately 30 cycles, and ionisation efficiency averaged 104 41 

cps/pg of each Pb isotope. Linearity (to ≥1.4 x 106 cps) and the associated deadtime correction of 42 

the SEM detector were monitored by repeated analyses of NBS982, and have been constant since 43 

installation in 2006. Uranium was analysed as UO2+ ions in static Faraday mode on 1012 ohm 44 

resistors for 150 to 200 cycles, and corrected for isobaric interference of 233U18O16O on 235U16O16O 45 

with an 18O/16O of 0.00206. Ionisation efficiency averaged 20 mV/ng of each U isotope. U mass 46 

fractionation was corrected using the known 233U/235U ratio of the ET2535 tracer solution. 47 

 48 

Data reduction was done using the open-source ET Redux system3,4 using the algorithms of 49 

McLean et al.4, ET2535 tracer solution5,6 and U decay constants recommended by Jaffey et al.7. A 50 

value of 138.818 ± 0.045 was used for the 238U/235Uzircon based upon the work of8 whereas a value 51 

of 137.88 was used in the prior study20 study.  206Pb/238U ratios and dates were corrected for initial 52 
230Th disequilibrium using a Th/U[magma] = 3 ±1 resulting in an increase in the 206Pb/238U dates of 53 

~0.09 Myr (no Th correction was made for date presented in Hoffmann et al.9.  All common Pb in 54 

analyses was attributed to laboratory blank and subtracted based on the measured laboratory Pb 55 

isotopic composition and associated uncertainty. U blanks were estimated at 0.1 pg, based upon 56 

replicate total procedural blanks. 57 

 58 

In this manuscript the date uncertainties reporting is as A/B/C and reflect the following sources: (A) 59 

analytical, (B) analytical + tracer solution and (C) analytical + tracer solution + decay constants. 60 

The A uncertainty is the internal error based on analytical uncertainties only, including counting 61 

statistics, subtraction of tracer solution, and blank and initial common Pb subtraction. It is given at 62 

the 2σ confidence interval. This error should be considered when comparing our date with 63 
206Pb/238U dates from other laboratories that used the same EARTHTIME tracer solution or a tracer 64 

solution that was cross-calibrated using related gravimetric reference materials. The B uncertainty 65 

includes uncertainty in the tracer calibration and should be used when comparing our dates with 66 

those derived from laboratories that did not use the same EARTHTIME tracer solution or a tracer 67 

solution that was cross-calibrated using relatable gravimetric reference material9,10. The C 68 

uncertainty includes A and B in addition to uncertainty in the 238U decay constant7. This uncertainty 69 

level should be used when comparing our dates with those derived from other decay schemes (e.g. 70 
40Ar/39Ar, 187Re-187Os). 71 

 72 



Ten zircon U-Pb dates were obtained and are presented in Supplementary Table 1 (and Figure 6A 73 

of the main paper).  All dates are concordant and yield a weighted mean 207Pb/206Pb date of 639.1 ± 74 

1.7/1.8/5.0 Ma (MSWD = 0.38, n = 10).  The U-Pb data for this same sample dataset is not so 75 

simple and does not form a coherent population and yield an MSWD that indicates excess scatter.  76 

One fraction (z16) is distinctly younger than the main cluster (see Fig. 6A main paper) and is 77 

considered to reflect residual Pb-loss.  The remaining nine data points yield a weighted mean 78 
206Pb/238U date of 639.59±0.42 Ma (internal uncertainties only 95% conf., MSWD = 6.4), but with 79 

an MSWD value that still indicates excess scatter.  Evaluation of this dataset shows a strong 80 

clustering around 639.5 Ma and yield a weighted mean 206Pb/238U date of 639.29 ± 0.26/0.31/0.75 81 

Ma (95% conf. MSWD = 2.6).  We consider this to be the best approximation of the zircon 82 

population within sample DW-1 that best represents the timing of eruption, and hence the age for 83 

the stratigraphic level at which DW-1 was sampled within the Ghaub Formation. 84 

 85 

Fifteen zircon U-Pb dates are presented in Table 1 and are presented graphically in Figure 6A of the 86 

main paper.  A coherent set of 207Pb/206Pb dates yield a weighted mean 207Pb/206Pb date of 634.8 ± 87 

1.5/1.7/4.9 Ma (MSWD = 0.96, n = 15).  The U-Pb data for this same sample dataset is also not so 88 

simple and does not form a coherent population.  One fraction (z12) is normally discordant with a 89 

younger U-Pb age indicating Pb-loss and is disregarded from further discussion.  The remaining 90 

fractions have 238U/206Pb dates that do not overlap and there is no correlation with 207Pb/238U dates 91 

such that the data form a short linear array that plots across the concordia band (defined by the 235U 92 

and 238U decay constants uncertainties7), with two values reversely discordant.  Based upon 93 

analyses of chemically abraded zircon data we would expect closed system zircon to plot towards 94 

the lower limits of the concordia uncertainty band11,12. However, in this data set, analyses plot from 95 

this region towards and across the upper uncertainty bound (see Fig. 6A in the main paper).  Based 96 

upon long-term reproducibility of U-Pb data from the NIGL ID-TIMS laboratory, and coherent U-97 

Pb data obtained for a high proportion of samples analysed, we suggest this variation is real and not 98 

an artefact of mass spectrometry and that this reflects real U/Pb variation in the analysed sample 99 

(which has been annealed and leached).  One option is that the older U-Pb dates reflecting analyses 100 

of pre-eruptive zircon, and the apparent lack of corresponding variation in the 207Pb/206Pb dates is 101 

due to being obscured by their larger uncertainties.  An alternative is that the analyses with older 102 
238U/206Pb dates are from a single concordant age population and that these older dates reflect un-103 

supported radiogenic Pb.  Whilst this is unlikely to occur at a bulk level (i.e., single crystal) it is 104 

possible that in zircons with fine scale U zonation redistribution of radiogenic Pb occurs at the sub-105 

micron level13,14, which is then enhanced by the thermal annealing and chemical leaching process15. 106 

This possibility requires further investigation.  107 



 108 

Either of these scenarios for explaining the scatter in the NAV-00-2B U-Pb require an interpretive 109 

framework where the younger dates are considered to most closely reflect the age of the erupted 110 

zircons and inferentially the age of the ash layer.  This in turn requires the subjective selection of a 111 

date from which to derive an interpreted age for the sample. In Figure 1 we show a number of 112 

viable interpretations for this sample, selecting different sub-populations from the cluster of 113 

youngest dates.  Our preferred interpreted date is Interpretation B, a weighted mean 206Pb/238U date 114 

based upon the youngest five dates: 635.21 ± 0.59/0.61/0.92 Ma (95% conf. MSWD = 3.4).  We 115 

consider this to be the best approximation of the zircon population within sample NAV-00-2B that 116 

best represents the timing of eruption, and hence the age for the stratigraphic level at which NAV-117 

00-2B was sampled within the Ghaub Formation.  Each of the other alternative interpreted ages 118 

(Fig. 1) overlap with each other and thus the choice of interpreted date has no significant impact.  119 

We consider that alternative interpretations based upon the older age (ca. 636.5 Ma) are much more 120 

difficult to justify as they require the cluster of concordant overlapping dates at ca. 635.5 Ma to be 121 

too young due to Pb-loss, which we consider highly unlikely. 122 

 123 
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Supplementary File Table 1. U-Pb analyses of Sample DW-1. 167 

 168 
Supplementary File Table 2. U-Pb analyses of Sample NAV-00-2B. 169 
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 171 
Supplementary File Figure 1. U-Pb concordia diagram for zircon analyses of Sample NAV-00-2B. 172 
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